
Greetings Friends, 

Our June 2016 Alliance Cigar Wholesale catalog features four new exciting brand extensions of great classic brands from 
our good friends at Altadis; 

Montecristo White Vintage Connecticut; As the brand name suggests, the new cigar has original familial roots in 
the Montecristo White line of cigars, with a similar blend profile, albeit with a few significant tweaks. The wrapper for 
instance, is more akin to the Montecristo Classic line (Montecristo White uses an Ecuadoran Connecticut seed wrapper, 
while Montecristo Classic has a Connecticut shade wrapper grown in the United States—but without a specific vintage 
year). Along with Vintage Connecticut’s 2008 shade-grown wrapper, the cigar consists of a Nicaraguan binder with fillers 
from the Dominican Republic.

ROMEO Añejo by Romeo y Julieta; Bold and sophisticated, the ROMEO Añejo is a rich aged version of the best selling 
Romeo cigar. It pairs the finest stalk cut, dark Connecticut broadleaf wrapper with its perfect companion – double fermented 
2008 vintage tobaccos. Together, this hearty blend of Nicaraguan and Honduran sun grown tobaccos is aged to perfection 
in special cedar cajones. The result is a rich and robust smoke featuring deep undernotes of coffee and dark chocolate. 

H.Upmann Legacy; Legacy is handmade in Honduras with an Ecuadorian Sumatra wrapper around “a savory binder 
from the cloud-cooled rain forests of Nicaragua and an intense mix of prized Nicaraguan and Dominican filler tobaccos.” It 
features “vintage 2008 tobaccos grown from heirloom seeds treasured for generations.” This recipe is notable because it 
marks the first H. Upmann with an Ecuadorian Sumatra wrapper. In addition, Altadis is not accustomed to tobacco vintage 
dates, so Legacy is somewhat of a departure in that regard. And the packaging is unlike any other H. Upmann.

Montecristo Espada; Espada, a bold blend marking the first time that a Monte has been rolled with only Nicaraguan 
tobacco. Montecristo Espada is described by Altadis as a spicy cigar that owes its strong, piquant character to a variety of 
growing regions in Nicaragua. Featuring a Cuban-seed Habano wrapper and binder from Jalapa, the cigar combines several 
different Nicaraguan tobaccos in the filler from Jalapa, Ometepe and Condega.

Please take special note that we are offering a Free 4 cigar sampler with each box you purchase of the above 4 blends.

Our June catalog also includes our exclusive manufacturers’ promotions and deals. During the month we will also have 
many more deals and promotions as well as new product introductions. You can stay informed by logging on to our 
website, www.AllianceCigar.com. If you do not already have a password for our website, simply call Carolyn at 800-328-
1001, and she will get you set up. In addition to the website, we will be updating you weekly on exclusive promotions, 
deals and new products through our weekly emails. 

Have a profitable and a healthy summer!

Warmest regards, 

Tom Sullivan 
Founder


